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CLASS CONCEPT:     Under direction from management and based on detailed instructions from attorney, higher level legal expert, training manuals, and Agency 
Policy and Standard Operating Procedures assists in day-to-day agency operations by relieving management of routine administrative duties, aids attorney in initiating 
legal action on child support cases, helps customers in understanding how the Agency’s legal process works, and/or provides assistance to the public as initial point of 
contact at reception. 
 
RANK 

 
 JOB DUTIES 

 
 MAJOR WORKER CHARACTERISTICS 
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  4 

Prepares pleadings, orders and affidavits for court and general correspondences 
based on detailed instructions from supervisor, attorney, higher level legal expert, 
training manuals, and Agency Policy and Standard Operating Procedures; Gathers 
information and supporting evidence for these documents based on detailed 
instructions as to locating/obtaining the information; Prepares documents for court 
filing including copying and redacting as needed; Tracks service of process when 
necessary and notifies attorney of status; Updates designated databases and 
computer systems as to all case actions. 
 
Tracks incoming referrals (processing them through the electronic workflow), court 
hearings, appointments, meetings, etc.; Takes messages, screens and directs calls; 
Screens problems, obtains documents and records to resolve issue; Serves as lobby 
receptionist; Greets and assist customers with completing forms and basic legal child 
support related questions; Directs customers; Reviews completed  documents/forms 
for completeness and to determine next step. 
 
Relieves management of routine administrative tasks; Composing answers to 
inquiries or correspondence which involves including necessary materials (pamphlets) 
and/or providing explanation of services/activities of assigned area; Gathers 
statistics; Aids in preparing reports and office procedures; Transmits routine 
assignments as directed by management; Logs, tracks, and monitors data on 
spreadsheets and takes next action or alerts others to take next action based on 
detailed instructions.   
 
Sets up meetings and agendas including making notification to attendees; copies, 
collates and distributes materials; Updates manuals as directed by management.  
Aids in other secretarial duties as assigned by providing back up support to all other 
secretaries; (greets, directs, and assist customers when assigned front desk reception 
duties).   
(Performs Related Duties As Required) 

Knowledge of:  1(budgeting); 8a(employee training and 
development); 13a(office practices and procedures); 13b(agency 
policies and procedures*);   Skills in:  25b(word processing – 
keyboard 50 wpm 0 errors); 29(equipment operation – multiple 
office machines including PC hardware/software); Ability to:  
30a(carry out simple instructions); 30f(deal with problems involving 
several variables in familiar context); 30h(apply principles to solve 
practical, everyday problems); 30l(define problems, collect data, 
establish facts and draw valid conclusions); 31c(comprehend and 
record figures accurately); 31d(add, subtract, multiply and divide 
whole numbers); 31e(calculate fractions, decimals and 
percentages); 32j(copy material accurately and recognize 
grammatical and spelling errors); 32l(maintain accurate records); 
32n(screen mail); 32o(originate routine business letters reflecting 
standard procedures; 32r(prepare meaningful, concise and 
accurate reports);  32t(use proper research methods in gathering 
data); 33b(sort items into categories according to established 
method); 33e(gather, collect and classify information about data,  
people or things); 34c(cooperate with co-workers on group 
projects);  and 34d(answer routine telephone inquiries from 
public).   
 
(*Developed After Employment) 



UNUSUAL WORKING CONDITIONS: 
 
 

MINIMUM CLASS REQUIREMENTS: (Including License, If Any) 
High School diploma or equivalent and two years of clerical/secretarial experience 
to include at least one year working with office software applications - OR 
completion of Associate Degree major course work in Secretarial Science or 
related field and one year of clerical/secretarial experience to include working with 
office software applications - OR alternative, equivalent evidence of the Minimum 
Class Requirements.  (Other Evidences May Be Substituted.) 
 

TRAINING & DEVELOPMENT: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 


